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Abstract

Federated learning (FL) is a privacy-preserving dis-
tributed learning paradigm that enables clients to jointly
train a global model. In real-world FL implementations,
client data could have label noise, and different clients
could have vastly different label noise levels. Although
there exist methods in centralized learning for tackling la-
bel noise, such methods do not perform well on heteroge-
neous label noise in FL settings, due to the typically smaller
sizes of client datasets and data privacy requirements in FL.
In this paper, we propose FedCorr, a general multi-stage
framework to tackle heterogeneous label noise in FL, with-
out making any assumptions on the noise models of local
clients, while still maintaining client data privacy. In par-
ticular, (1) FedCorr dynamically identifies noisy clients
by exploiting the dimensionalities of the model prediction
subspaces independently measured on all clients, and then
identifies incorrect labels on noisy clients based on per-
sample losses. To deal with data heterogeneity and to in-
crease training stability, we propose an adaptive local prox-
imal regularization term that is based on estimated local
noise levels. (2) We further finetune the global model on
identified clean clients and correct the noisy labels for the
remaining noisy clients after finetuning. (3) Finally, we ap-
ply the usual training on all clients to make full use of all
local data. Experiments conducted on CIFAR-10/100 with
federated synthetic label noise, and on a real-world noisy
dataset, Clothing1M, demonstrate that FedCorr is robust
to label noise and substantially outperforms the state-of-
the-art methods at multiple noise levels.

1. Introduction
Federated learning (FL) is a promising solution for large-

scale collaborative learning, where clients jointly train a
machine learning model, while still maintaining local data
privacy [18, 24, 34]. However, in real-world FL implemen-
tations over heterogeneous networks, there may be differ-
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ences in the characteristics of different clients due to di-
verse annotators’ skill, bias, and hardware reliability [4,35].
Client data is rarely IID and frequently imbalanced. Also,
some clients would have clean data, while other clients may
have data with label noise at different noise levels. Hence,
the deployment of practical FL systems would face chal-
lenges brought by discrepancies in two aspects i): local data
statistics [5, 12, 19, 24], and ii): local label quality [4, 35].
Although recent works explored the discrepancy in local
data statistics in FL, and learning with label noise in central-
ized learning (CL), there is at present no unified approach
for tackling both challenges simultaneously in FL.

The first challenge has been explored in recent FL works,
with a focus on performance with convergence guarantees
[20, 25]. However, these works have the common implicit
assumption that the given labels of local data are completely
correct, which is rarely the case in real-world datasets.

The second challenge can be addressed by reweight-
ing [4, 7, 28] or discarding [33] those client updates that are
most dissimilar. In these methods, the corresponding clients
are primarily treated as malicious agents. However, dissimi-
lar clients are not necessarily malicious and could have label
noise in local data that would otherwise still be useful after
label correction. For FL systems, the requirement of data
privacy poses an inherent challenge for any label correction
scheme. How can clients identify their noisy labels to be
corrected without needing other clients to reveal sensitive
information? For example, [35] proposes label correction
for identified noisy clients with the guidance of extra data
feature information exchanged between clients and server,
which may lead to privacy concerns.

Label correction and, more generally, methods to deal
with label noise, are well-studied in CL. Yet, even state-of-
the-art CL methods for tackling label noise [3, 8, 9, 16, 27,
30, 32, 37], when applied to local clients, are inadequate in
mitigating the performance degradation in the FL setting,
due to the limited sizes of local datasets. These CL meth-
ods cannot be applied on the global sever or across multiple
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Figure 1. An overview of FedCorr, organized into three stages. Algorithm steps are numbered accordingly.

clients due to FL privacy requirements. So, it is necessary
and natural to adopt a more general framework that jointly
considers the two discrepancies, for a better emulation of
real-world data heterogeneity. Most importantly, privacy-
preserving label correction should be incorporated in train-
ing to improve robustness to data heterogeneity in FL.

In this paper, we propose a multi-stage FL framework to
simultaneously deal with both discrepancy challenges; see
Fig. 1 for an overview. To ensure privacy, we introduce
a dimensionality-based filter to identify noisy clients, by
measuring the local intrinsic dimensionality (LID) [10] of
local model prediction subspaces. Extensive experiments
have shown that clean datasets can be distinguished from
noisy datasets by the behavior of LID scores during train-
ing [22,23]. Hence, in addition to the usual local weight up-
dates, we propose that each client also sends an LID score to
the server, which is a single scalar representing the discrim-
inability of the predictions of the local model. We then filter
noisy samples based on per-sample training losses indepen-
dently for each identified noisy client, and relabel the large-
loss samples with the predicted labels of the global model.
To improve training stability and alleviate the negative im-
pact caused by noisy clients, we introduce a weighted prox-
imal regularization term, where the weights are based on the
estimated local noise levels. Furthermore, we finetune the
global model on the identified clean clients and relabel the
local data for the remaining noisy clients.

Our main contributions are as follows:
• We propose a general multi-stage FL framework
FedCorr to tackle data heterogeneity, with respect to
both local label quality and local data statistics.

• We propose a general framework for easy generation
of federated synthetic label noise and diverse (e.g.
non-IID) client data partitions.

• We identify noisy clients via LID scores, and identify
noisy labels via per-sample losses. We also propose an
adaptive local proximal regularization term based on
estimated local noise levels.

• We demonstrate that FedCorr outperforms state-of-
the-art FL methods on multiple datasets with different
noise levels, for both IID and non-IID data partitions.

2. Related work
2.1. Federated methods

In this paper, we focus on three closely related aspects
of FL: generation of non-IID federated datasets, methods to
deal with non-IID local data, and methods for robust FL.

The generation of non-IID local data partitions for FL
was first explored in [24], based on dividing a given dataset
into shards. More recent non-IID data partitions are gener-
ated via Dirichlet distributions [1, 12, 28].

Recent federated optimization work mostly focus on
dealing with the discrepancy in data statistics of local
clients and related inconsistency issues [1, 19, 29]. For in-
stance, FedProx deals with non-IID local data, by includ-
ing a proximal term in the local loss functions [19], while
FedDyn uses a dynamic proximal term based on selected
clients [1]. SCAFFOLD [14] is another method suitable for
non-IID local data that uses control variates to reduce client-
drift. In [12] and [25], adaptive FL optimization methods
for the global server are introduced, which are compatible
with non-IID data distributions. Moreover, the Power-of-
Choice (PoC) strategy [6], a biased client selection scheme
that selects clients with higher local losses, can be used to
increase the rate of convergence.

There are numerous works on improving the robustness
of FL; these include robust aggregation methods [7,17,28],
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reputation mechanism-based contribution examining [33],
credibility-based re-weighting [4], distillation-based semi-
supervised learning [13], and personalized multi-task learn-
ing [17]. However, these methods are not designed for iden-
tifying noisy labels. Even when these methods are used to
detect noisy clients, either there is no mechanism for fur-
ther label correction at the noisy clients [7, 17, 28, 33], or
the effect of noisy labels is mitigated with the aid of an
auxiliary dataset, without any direct label correction [4,13].
One notable exception is [35], which carries out label cor-
rection during training by exchanging feature centroids be-
tween clients and server. This exchange of centroids may
lead to privacy concerns, since centroids could potentially
be used as part of reverse engineering to reveal non-trivial
information about raw local data.

In contrast to these methods, FedCorr incorporates the
generation of diverse local data distributions with synthetic
label noise, together with noisy label identification and cor-
rection, without privacy leakage.

2.2. Local intrinsic dimension (LID)

Informally, LID [10] is a measure of the intrinsic di-
mensionality of the data manifold. In comparison to other
measures, LID has the potential for wider applications as
it makes no further assumptions on the data distribution be-
yond continuity. The key underlying idea is that at each dat-
apoint, the number of neighboring datapoints would grow
with the radius of neighborhood, and the corresponding
growth rate would then be a proxy for “local” dimension.

LID builds upon this idea [11] via the geometric intu-
ition that the volume of an m-dimensional Euclidean ball
grows proportionally to rm when its radius is scaled by a
factor of r. Specifically, when we have two m-dimensional
Euclidean balls with volumes V1, V2, and with radii r1, r2,
we can compute m as follows:

V2
V1

=

(
r2
r1

)m

⇒ m =
log(V2/V1)

log(r2/r1)
. (1)

We shall now formally define LID. Suppose we have a
dataset consisting of vectors in Rn. We shall treat this
dataset as samples drawn from an n-variate distribution D.
For any x ∈ Rn, let Yx be the random variable representing
the (non-negative) distance from x to a randomly selected
point y drawn fromD, and let FYx(t) be the cumulative dis-
tribution function of Yx. Given r > 0 and a sample point x
drawn from D, define the LID of x at distance r to be

LIDx(r) := lim
ε→0

logFYx((1 + ε)r)− logFYx(r)

log(1 + ε)
,

provided that it exists, i.e. provided that FYx(t) is positive
and continuously differentiable at t = r. The LID at x
is defined to be the limit LIDx = limr→0 LIDx(r). Intu-
itively, the LID at x is an approximation of the dimension

of a smooth manifold containing x that would “best” fit the
distribution D in the vincinity of x.

Estimation of LID: By treating the smallest neighbor
distances as “extreme events” associated to the lower tail
of the underlying distance distribution, [2] proposes several
estimators of LID based on extreme value theory. In par-
ticular, given a set of points X , a reference point x ∈ X ,
and its k nearest neighbors in X , the maximum-likelihood
estimate (MLE) of x is:

L̂ID(x) = −
(

1

k

k∑
i=1

log
ri(x)

rmax(x)

)−1
, (2)

where ri(x) denotes the distance between x and its i-th
nearest neighbor, and rmax(x) is the maximum distance
from x among the k nearest neighbors.

3. Proposed Method
In this section, we introduce FedCorr, our proposed

multi-stage training method to tackle heterogeneous label
noise in FL systems (see Algorithm 1). Our method com-
prises three stages: pre-processing, finetuning and usual
training. In the first stage, we sample the clients without
replacement using a small fraction to identify noisy clients
via LID scores and noisy samples via per-sample losses, af-
ter which we relabel the identified noisy samples with the
predicted labels of the global model. The noise level of each
client is also estimated in this stage. In the second stage, we
finetune the model with a typical fraction on relatively clean
clients, and use the finetuned model to further correct the
samples for the remaining clients. Finally, in the last stage,
we train the model via the usual FL method (FedAvg [24])
using the corrected labels at the end of the second stage.

3.1. Preliminaries

Consider an FL system with N clients and an M -class
dataset D = {Dk}Nk=1, where each Dk = {(xik, yik)}nki=1

denotes the local dataset for client k. Let S denote the set
of all N clients, and let w(t)

k (resp. w(t)) denote the local
model weights of client k (resp. global model weights ob-
tained by aggregation) at the end of communication round
t. At the end of round t, the global model f (t)G would have
its weights w(t) updated as follows:

w(t) ←
∑
k∈St

|Dk|∑
i∈St |Di|

w
(t)
k , (3)

where St ⊆ S is the subset of selected clients in round t.
For the rest of this subsection, we shall give details on

client data partition, noise model simulation, and LID score
computation. These are three major aspects of our proposed
approach to emulate data heterogeneity, and to deal with the
discrepancies in both local data statistics and label quality.

Data partition. We consider both IID and non-IID het-
erogeneous data partitions in this work. For IID partitions,
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Algorithm 1 FedCorr (Red and Black line numbers in
the pre-processing stage refer to operations for clients and
server, respectively.)
Inputs: N (number of clients), T1, T2, T3, D = {Di}Ni=1

(dataset), w(0) (initialized global model weights).
Output: Global model ffinal

G

// Federated Pre-processing Stage
1: (µ̂

(0)
1 , . . . , µ̂

(0)
N )← (0, . . . , 0) // estimated noise levels

2: for t = 1 to T1 do
3: S =Shuffle({1, . . . , N})
4: winter ← w(t−1) // intermediary weights
5: for k ∈ S do
6: w

(t)
k ← weights that minimize loss function (5)

7: Upload weights w(t)
k and LID score to server

8: Update global model w(t) ← winter

9: Divide all clients into clean set Sc and noisy set Sn
based on cumulative LID scores via GMM

10: for noisy client k ∈ Sn do
11: Divide Dk into clean subset Dc

k and noisy subset
Dn

k based on per-sample losses via GMM
12: µ̂

(t)
k ←

|Dnk |
|Dk| // update estimated noise level

13: y
(i)
k ← arg max f(x

(i)
k ;w(i)), ∀(x(i)k , y

(i)
k ) ∈ Dn

k

// Federated Finetuning Stage
14: Sc ← {k|k ∈ S, µk < 0.1}, Sn ← S \ Sc.
15: for t = T1 + 1 to T1 + T2 do
16: Update w(t)

k by usual FedAvg among clients in Sc
17: for Noisy client k ∈ Sn do
18: y

(i)
k ← arg max f(x

(i)
k ;w(i)), ∀(x(i)k , y

(i)
k ) ∈ Dk

// Usual Federated Learning Stage
19: for t = T1 + T2 + 1 to T1 + T2 + T3 do
20: Update w(t)

k by usual FedAvg among all clients
21: returnffinal

G := f(·;w(T1+T2+T3))

the whole dataset D is uniformly distributed at random
among N clients. For non-IID partitions, we first gener-
ate an N × M indicator matrix Φ, where each entry Φij

indicates whether the local dataset of client i contains class
j. Each Φij shall be sampled from the Bernoulli distribu-
tion with a fixed probability p. For each 1 ≤ j ≤ M ,
let υj be the sum of entries in the j-th column of Φ; this
equals the number of clients whose local datasets contain
class j. Let qj be a vector of length υj , sampled from the
symmetric Dirichlet distribution with the common param-
eter αDir > 0. Using qj as a probability vector, we then
randomly allocate the samples within class j to these υj
clients. Note that our non-IID data partition method pro-
vides a general framework to control the variability in both
class distribution and the sizes of local datasets (see Fig. 2).

Noise model. To emulate label noise in real-world data,

Figure 2. Depiction of non-IID partitions for different parameters.

we shall introduce a general federated noise model frame-
work. For simplicity, this work only considers instance-
independent label noise. This framework has two param-
eters ρ and τ , where ρ denotes the system noise level (ratio
of noisy clients) and τ denotes the lower bound for the noise
level of a noisy client. Every client has a probability ρ of
being a noisy client, in which case the local noise level for
this noisy client is determined randomly, by sampling from
the uniform distribution U(τ, 1). Succinctly, the noise level
of client k (for k = 1, . . . , N ) is

µk =

{
u ∼ U(τ, 1), with probability ρ;

0, with probability 1− ρ.
(4)

When µk 6= 0, the 100 ·µk% noisy samples are chosen uni-
formly at random, and are assigned random labels, selected
uniformly from the M classes.

LID scores for local models. In this paper, we associate
LID scores to local models. Consider an arbitrary client
with local datasetD and current local model f(·). Let X :=
{f(x)}x∈D be the set of prediction vectors, and for each
x ∈ D, compute L̂ID(f(x)) w.r.t. the k nearest neighbors
in X , as given in (2). We define the LID score of (D, f) to
be the average value of L̂ID(f(x)) over all x ∈ D. Note
that as the local model f(·) gets updated with each round,
the corresponding LID score will change accordingly.

Experiments have shown that given the same training
process, models trained on a dataset with label noise tend
to have larger LID scores as compared to models trained
on the same dataset with clean labels [22, 23]. Intuitively,
the prediction vectors of a well-trained model, trained on
a clean dataset, would cluster around M possible one-hot
vectors, corresponding to the M classes. However, as more
label noise is added to the clean dataset, the prediction vec-
tor of a noisy sample would tend to be shifted towards the
other clusters, with different noisy samples shifted in dif-
ferent directions. Hence, the prediction vectors near each
one-hot vector would become “more diffuse” and would on
average span a higher dimensional space.

3.2. Federated pre-processing stage

FedCorr begins with the pre-processing stage, which
iteratively evaluates the quality of the dataset of each client,
and relabels identified noisy samples. This pre-processing
stage differs from traditional FL in the following aspects:
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• All clients will participate in each iteration. Clients are
selected without replacement, using a small fraction.

• An adaptive local proximal term is added to the loss
function, and mixup data augmentation is used.

• Each client computes its LID score and per-sample
cross-entropy loss after local training and sends its LID
score together with local model updates to the server.

Client iteration and fraction scheduling.
The pre-processing stage is divided into T1 iterations. In
each iteration, every client participates exactly once. Every
iteration is organized by communication rounds, similar to
the usual FL, but with two key differences: a small fraction
is used, and clients are selected without replacement. Each
iteration ends when all clients have participated.

It is known that large fractions could help improve the
convergence rate [24], and a linear speedup could even be
achieved in the case of convex loss functions [26]. However,
large fractions have a weak effect in non-IID settings, while
intuitively, small fractions would yield aggregated models
that deviate less from local models; cf. [21]. These obser-
vations inspire us to propose a fraction scheduling scheme
that combines the advantages of both small and large frac-
tions. Specifically, we sample clients using a small frac-
tion without replacement in the pre-processing stage, and
use a typical larger fraction with replacement in the latter
two stages. By sampling without replacement during pre-
processing, we ensure all clients participate equally for the
evaluation of the overall quality of labels in local datasets.

Mixup and local proximal regularization.
Throughout the pre-processing stage, for client k with batch
(Xb, Yb) = {(xi, xj)}nbi=1 (where nb denotes batch size), we
use the following loss function:

L(Xb) = LCE

(
f
(t)
k (X̃b), Ỹb

)
+βµ̂

(t−1)
k

∥∥w(t)
k −w

(t−1)
∥∥2
. (5)

Here, f (t)k = f(·;w(t)
k ) denotes the local model of client k

in round t, and w(t−1) denotes the weights of the global
model obtained in the previous round t − 1. The first term
in (5) represents the cross-entropy loss on the mixup aug-
mentation of (Xb, Yb), while the second term in (5) is an
adaptive local proximal regularization term, where µ̂(t−1)

k

is the estimated noise level of client k to be defined later. It
should be noted that our local proximal regularization term
is only applied in the pre-processing stage.

Recall that mixup [38] is a data augmentation tech-
nique that favors linear relations between samples, and that
has been shown to exhibit strong robustness to label noise
[3,16]. Mixup generates new samples (x̃, ỹ) as convex com-
binations of randomly selected pairs of samples (xi, yi) and
(xj , yj), given by x̃ = λxi+(1−λ)xj , ỹ = λyi+(1−λ)yj ,
where λ ∼ Beta(α, α), and α ∈ (0,∞). (We use α = 1 in
our experiments.) Intuitively, mixup achieves robustness to
label noise due to random interpolation. For example, if

(xi, ŷi) is a noisy sample and if yi is the true label, then the
negative impact caused by an incorrect label ŷi is alleviated
when paired with a sample whose label is yi.

Our adaptive local proximal regularization term is scaled
by µ̂

(t−1)
k , which is the estimated noise level of client k

computed at the end of round t − 1. (In particular, this
term would vanish for clean clients.) The hyperparameter
β is also incorporated to control the overall effect of this
term. Intuitively, if a client’s dataset has a larger discrep-
ancy from other local datasets, then the corresponding local
model would deviate more from the global model, thereby
contributing a larger loss value for the local proximal term.

Identification of noisy clients and noisy samples.
To address the challenge of heterogeneous label noise, we
shall iteratively identify and relabel the noisy samples. In
each iteration of this pre-processing stage, where all clients
will participate, every client will compute the LID score and
per-sample loss for its current local model (see Algorithm 1,
lines 3-9). Specifically, when client k is selected in round
t, we train the model f (t)k on the local dataset Dk and then
compute the LID score of (Dk, f

(t)
k ) via (2). Note that our

proposed framework preserves the privacy of client data,
since in comparison to the usual FL, there is only an addi-
tional LID score sent to the server, which is a single scalar
that reflects only the predictive discriminability of the local
model. Since the LID score is computed from the predic-
tions of the output layer (of the local model), knowing this
LID score does not reveal information about the raw input
data. This additional LID score is a single scalar, hence it
has a negligible effect on communication cost.

At the end of iteration t, we shall perform the following
three steps:

1. The server first computes a Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) on the cumulative LID scores of all N clients.
Using this GMM, the set of clients S is partitioned into
two subsets: Sn (noisy clients) and Sc (clean clients).

2. Each noisy client k ∈ Sn locally computes a new
GMM on the per-sample loss values for all samples
in the local dataset Dk. Using this GMM, Dk is parti-
tioned into two subsets: a clean subsetDc

k, and a noisy
subset Dn

k . We observe that the large-loss samples are
more likely to have noisy labels. The local noise level
of client k can then be estimated by µ̂(t)

k = |Dn
k |/|Dk|

if k ∈ Sn, and µ̂(t)
k = 0 otherwise.

3. Each noisy client k ∈ Sn performs relabeling of the
noisy samples by using the predicted labels of the
global model as the new labels. In order to avoid over-
correction, we only relabel those samples that are iden-
tified to be noisy with high confidence. This partial
relabeling is controlled by a relabel ratio π and a con-
fidence threshold θ. Take noisy client k for example:
We first choose samples from Dn

k that corresponds to
the top-π·|Dn

k | largest per-sample cross-entropy losses.
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Next, we obtain the prediction vectors of the global
model, and relabel a sample only when the maximum
entry of its prediction vector exceeds θ. Thus, the sub-
set D̃n

k

′
of samples to be relabeled is given by

D̃n
k = arg max

D̃⊆Dn
k

|D̃|=π·|Dn
k
|

LCE(D̃; f
(t)
G ); (6)

D̃n
k

′
=
{

(x, y) ∈ D̃n
k

∣∣max(f
(t)
G (x)) ≥ θ

}
; (7)

where f (t)G is the global model at the end of iteration t.
Why do we use cumulative LID scores in step 1?
In deep learning, it has been empirically shown that when
training on a dataset with label noise, the evolution of
the representation space of the model exhibits two distinct
phases: (1) an early phase of dimensionality compression,
where the model tends to learn the underlying true data dis-
tribution, and (2) a later phase of dimensionality expansion,
where the model overfits to noisy labels [23].

We observed that clients with larger noise levels tend to
have larger LID scores. Also, the overlap of LID scores be-
tween clean and noisy clients would increase during train-
ing. This increase could be due to two reasons: (1) the
model may gradually overfit to noisy labels, and (2) we cor-
rect the identified noisy samples after each iteration, thereby
making the clients with low noise levels less distinguishable
from clean clients. Hence, the cumulative LID score (i.e.,
the sum of LID scores in all past iterations) is a better met-
ric for distinguishing noisy clients from clean clients; see
the top two plots in Fig. 3 for a comparison of using LID
score versus cumulative LID score. Furthermore, the bot-
tom two plots in Fig. 3 show that cumulative LID score has
a stronger linear relation with local noise level.

3.3. Federated finetuning stage

We aim to finetune the global model fG on relatively
clean clients over T2 rounds and further relabel the remain-
ing noisy clients. The aggregation at the end of round t is
given by the same equation (3), with one key difference: St
is now a subset of Sc = {k|1 ≤ k ≤ N, µ̂

(T1)
k ≤ κ}, where

κ is the threshold used to select relatively clean clients based
on the estimated local noise levels µ̂(T1)

1 , ..., µ̂
(T1)
N .

At the end of the finetuning stage, we relabel the remain-
ing noisy clients Sn = S \ Sc with the predicted labels of
fG. Similar to the correction process in the pre-processing
stage, we use the same confidence threshold θ to control the
subset of samples to be relabeled; see (7).

3.4. Federated usual training stage

In this final stage, we train the global model over T3
rounds via the usual FL (FedAvg) on all the clients, us-
ing the labels corrected in the previous two training stages.
We also incorporate this usual training stage with three FL
methods to show that methods based on different techniques

Figure 3. Empirical evaluation of LID score (left) and cumulative
LID score (right) after 5 iterations on CIFAR-10 with noise model
(ρ, τ) = (0.6, 0.5), and with IID data partition, over 100 clients.
Top: probability density function and estimated GMM; bottom:
LID/cumulative LID score vs. local noise level for each client.

Dataset CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100 Clothing1M

Size of Dtrain 50,000 50,000 1,000,000
# of classes 10 100 14
# of clients 100 50 500
Fraction γ 0.1 0.1 0.02
Architecture ResNet-18 ResNet-34 pre-trained ResNet-50

Table 1. List of datasets used in our experiments.

can be well-incorporated with FedCorr, even if they are
not designed specifically for robust FL; see Sec. 4.2.

4. Experiments
In this section, we conduct experiments in both IID

(CIFAR-10/100 [15]) and non-IID (CIFAR-10, Clothing1M
[31]) data settings, at multiple noise levels, to show that
FedCorr is simultaneously robust to both local label qual-
ity discrepancy and data statistics discrepancy. To demon-
strate the versatility of FedCorr, we also show that various
FL methods can have their performances further improved
by incorporating the first two stages of FedCorr. We also
conduct an ablation study to show the effects of different
components of FedCorr. Details on data partition and the
noise model used have already been given in Sec. 3.1.

4.1. Experimental Setup

Baselines. There are two groups of experiments.
In the first group, we demonstrate that FedCorr is ro-

bust to discrepancies in both data statistics and label quality.
We compare FedCorr with the following state-of-the-art
methods from three categories: (1) methods to tackle label
noise in CL (JointOpt [27] and DivideMix [16]) ap-
plied to local clients; (2) classic FL methods (FedAvg [24]
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Setting Method
Best Test Accuracy (%) ± Standard Deviation (%)

ρ = 0.0 ρ = 0.4 ρ = 0.6 ρ = 0.8

τ = 0.0 τ = 0.0 τ = 0.5 τ = 0.0 τ = 0.5 τ = 0.0 τ = 0.5

Centralized
(for reference)

JointOpt 93.73±0.21 92.29±0.37 92.11±0.21 91.26±0.46 88.42±0.33 89.18±0.29 85.62±1.17
DivideMix 95.64±0.05 96.39±0.09 96.17±0.05 96.07±0.06 94.59±0.09 94.21±0.27 94.36±0.16

Federated

FedAvg 93.11±0.12 89.46±0.39 88.31±0.80 86.09±0.50 81.22±1.72 82.91±1.35 72.00±2.76
FedProx 92.28±0.14 88.54±0.33 88.20±0.63 85.80±0.41 85.25±1.02 84.17±0.77 80.59±1.49
RoFL 88.33±0.07 88.25±0.33 87.20±0.26 87.77±0.83 83.40±1.20 87.08±0.65 74.13±3.90
ARFL 92.76±0.08 85.87±1.85 83.14±3.45 76.77±1.90 64.31±3.73 73.22±1.48 53.23±1.67
JointOpt 88.16±0.18 84.42±0.70 83.01±0.88 80.82±1.19 74.09±1.43 76.13±1.15 66.16±1.71
DivideMix 77.96±0.15 77.35±0.20 74.40±2.69 72.67±3.39 72.83±0.30 68.66±0.51 68.04±1.38
Ours 93.82±0.41 94.01±0.22 94.15±0.18 92.93±0.25 92.50±0.28 91.52±0.50 90.59±0.70

Table 2. Average (5 trials) and standard deviation of the best test accuracies of various methods on CIFAR-10 with IID setting at different
noise levels (ρ: ratio of noisy clients, τ : lower bound of client noise level). The highest accuracy for each noise level is boldfaced.

Method
Best Test Accuracy (%) ± Standard Deviation(%)

ρ = 0.0 ρ = 0.4 ρ = 0.6 ρ = 0.8
τ = 0.0 τ = 0.5 τ = 0.5 τ = 0.5

JointOpt (CL) 72.94±0.43 65.87±1.50 60.55±0.64 59.79±2.45
DivideMix (CL) 75.58±0.14 75.43±0.34 72.26±0.58 71.02±0.65

FedAvg 72.41±0.18 64.41±1.79 53.51±2.85 44.45±2.86
FedProx 71.93±0.13 65.09±1.46 57.51±2.01 51.24±1.60
RoFL 67.89±0.65 59.42±2.69 46.24±3.59 36.65±3.36
ARFL 72.05±0.28 51.53±4.38 33.03±1.81 27.47±1.08
JointOpt 67.49±0.36 58.43±1.88 44.54±2.87 35.25±3.02
DivideMix 45.91±0.27 43.25±1.01 40.72±1.41 38.91±1.25
Ours 72.56±2.07 74.43±0.72 66.78±4.65 59.10±5.12

Table 3. Average (5 trials) and standard deviation of the best test
accuracies on CIFAR-100 with IID setting.

Method\(p, αDir) (0.7, 10) (0.7, 1) (0.3, 10)

FedAvg 78.88±2.34 75.98±2.92 67.75±4.38
FedProx 83.32±0.98 80.40±0.94 73.86±2.41
RoFL 79.56±1.39 72.75±2.21 60.72±3.23
ARFL 60.19±3.33 55.86±3.30 45.78±2.84
JointOpt 72.19±1.59 66.92±1.89 58.08±2.18
DivideMix 65.70±0.35 61.68±0.56 56.67±1.73
Ours 90.52±0.89 88.03±1.08 81.57±3.68

Table 4. Average (5 trials) and standard deviation of the best test
accuracies of different methods on CIFAR-10 with different non-
IID setting. The noise level is (ρ, τ) = (0.6, 0.5).

Settings FedAvg FedProx RoFL ARFL JointOpt Dividemix Ours

FL 70.49 71.35 70.39 70.91 71.78 68.83 72.55
CL - - - - 72.23 74.76 -

Table 5. Best test accuracies on Clothing1M with non-IID setting.
CL results are the accuracies reported in corresponding papers.

and FedProx [19]); and (3) FL methods designed to be
robust to label noise (RoFL [35] and ARFL [7]). For ref-

erence, we also report experimental results on JointOpt
and DivideMix in CL, so as to show the performance re-
duction of these two methods when used in FL.

In the second group, we demonstrate the versatility of
FedCorr. We examine the performance improvements
of three state-of-the-art methods when the first two stages
of FedCorr are incorporated. These methods are chosen
from three different aspects to improve FL: local optimiza-
tion (FedDyn [1]), aggregation (Median [36]) and client
selection (PoC [6]).

Implementation details. We choose different models and
number of clients N for each dataset; see Tab. 1. For
data pre-processing, we perform normalization and image
augmentation using random horizontal flipping and ran-
dom cropping with padding=4. We use an SGD local op-
timizer with a momentum of 0.5, with a batch size of 10
for CIFAR-10/100 and 16 for Clothing1M. With the excep-
tion of JointOpt and DivideMix used in FL settings,
we shall always use 5 local epochs across all experiments.
For FedCorr, we always use the same hyperparameters
on the same dataset. In particular, we use T1 = 5, 10, 2
for CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, Clothing1M, respectively. For
fraction scheduling, we use the fraction γ = 1

N in the pre-
processing stage, and we use the fractions specified in Tab. 1
for the latter two stages. Further implementation details can
be found in the supplementary material.

4.2. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods

IID settings. We compare FedCorr with multiple base-
lines at different noise levels, using the same configura-
tion. Tab. 2 and Tab. 3 show the results on CIFAR-10 and
CIFAR-100, respectively. In summary, FedCorr achieves
best test accuracies across all noise settings tested on both
datasets, with particularly significant outperformance in the
case of high noise levels. Note that we have implemented
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Method
Best Test Accuracy (%) ± Standard Deviation (%)

ρ = 0.0 ρ = 0.4 ρ = 0.6 ρ = 0.8

τ = 0.0 τ = 0.0 τ = 0.5 τ = 0.0 τ = 0.5 τ = 0.0 τ = 0.5

Ours 93.82±0.41 94.01±0.22 94.15±0.18 92.93±0.25 92.50±0.28 91.52±0.50 90.59±0.70

Ours w/o correction 92.85±0.66 93.71±0.20 93.60±0.21 92.15±0.29 91.77±0.65 90.48±0.56 88.77±1.10
Ours w/o frac. scheduling 86.05±1.47 85.59±1.10 78.44±7.90 80.29±2.62 77.96±3.65 76.67±3.48 72.71±5.03
Ours w/o local proximal 93.37±0.05 93.64±0.15 93.46±0.17 92.34±0.14 91.74±0.47 90.45±0.94 88.74±1.72
Ours w/o finetuning 92.71±0.18 93.06±0.15 92.62±0.28 91.41±0.14 89.31±0.90 89.62±0.40 83.81±2.59
Ours w/o usual training 93.11±0.10 93.53±0.17 93.46±0.14 92.16±0.24 91.50±0.51 90.62±0.59 88.97±1.37
Ours w/o mixup 90.63±0.70 88.83±1.88 91.34±0.39 87.79±0.89 87.50±1.33 87.86±0.53 83.29±1.78

Table 6. Ablation study results (average and standard deviation of 5 trials) on CIFAR-10.
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Figure 4. Best test accuracies of three FL methods combined with
FedCorr on CIFAR-10/100 with multiple ρ and fixed τ = 0.5.

JointOpt and DivideMix in both centralized and fed-
erated settings to show the performance reduction (10% ∼
30% lower for best accuracy) when these CL methods are
applied to local clients in FL. Furthermore, the accuracies in
CL can also be regarded as upper bounds for the accuracies
in FL. Remarkably, the accuracy gap between DivideMix
in CL and FedCorr in FL is < 4% even in the extreme
noise setting (ρ, τ) = (0.8, 0.5). In the centralized setting,
we use the dataset corrupted with exactly the same scheme
as in the federated setting. For the federated setting, we
warm up the global model for 20 rounds with FedAvg to
avoid introducing additional label noise during the correc-
tion process in the early training stage, and we then apply
JointOpt or DivideMix locally on each selected client,
using 20 local training epochs.
Non-IID settings. To evaluate FedCorr in more realistic
heterogeneous data settings, we conduct experiments using
the non-IID settings as described in Sec. 3.1, over different
values for (p, αDir). Tab. 4 and Tab. 5 show the results on
CIFAR-10 and Clothing1M, respectively. Note that we do
not add synthetic label noise to Clothing1M, since it already
contains real-world label noise. For CIFAR-10, FedCorr

consistently outperforms all baselines by at least 7%. For
Clothing1M, FedCorr also achieves the highest accuracy
in FL, and this accuracy is even higher than the reported
accuracy of JointOpt in CL.
Combination with other FL methods. We also investigate
the performance of three state-of-the-art methods, when the
first two stages of FedCorr are incorporated. As shown in
Fig. 4, we consistently obtain significant accuracy improve-
ments on CIFAR-10/100 for various ratios of noisy clients.

4.3. Ablation study

Tab. 6 gives an overview of the effects of the compo-
nents in FedCorr. Below, we consolidate some insights
into what makes FedCorr successful:

• All components help to improve accuracy.
• Fraction scheduling has the largest effect. The small

fraction used in the pre-processing stage helps to cap-
ture local data characteristics, as it avoids information
loss brought by aggregation over multiple models.

• The highest accuracy among different noise levels is
primarily achieved at a low noise level (e.g. ρ = 0.4)
and not at the zero noise level, since additional label
noise could be introduced during label correction.

5. Conclusion
We present FedCorr, a general FL framework that

jointly tackles the discrepancies in both local label qual-
ity and data statistics, and that performs privacy-preserving
label correction for identified noisy clients. Our experi-
ments demonstrate the robustness and outperformance of
FedCorr at multiple noise levels and diverse data settings.

In its current formulation, FedCorr does not consider
dynamic participation in FL, whereby clients can join or
leave training at any time. New clients joining much later
would always have relatively lower cumulative LID scores,
which means new noisy clients could be categorized incor-
rectly as clean clients. Thus, further work is required to
handle dynamic participation.
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